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Founded by former BioWare employees in 2004, The Crew is the brainchild of ex-member of
Crackdown studio Forgotten Worlds, Sheldon Pacotti. Being created with the aim of a road-trip
simulator, The Crew was always to be a multiplayer experience, but it only continued to take

shape as the game's hardware evolved, and the team assembled what would become a bona-fide
engine that has had members involved in titles like the Uncharted and LEGO franchises. At the

end of 1980, Vassily Olevsky, a young man with a keen interest in computer games and
experience in writing text, bought an Atari 800 for a hundred dollars and started programming.
Lacking a programming keyboard and expecting that a joystick would suffice, Olevsky learned

the hard way that it was not. Spending $95 to buy one from Atari and learning how to use BASIC,
he made a simple space dogfighter. Olevsky, however, had more visions and released his game

to the public via the USENET in April of 1981. The game was called Spacewar! The game
consisted of two ships, a Federation and a Klingon, flying around a two-dimensional game world

against each other with a joystick (to control the ships) and a mouse (to control the camera). The
technology was rudimentary and the game was basically an interactive version of Spacewar in
the arcade, but it was the first time anyone had done anything like that. Spacewar! was only
available on the old, but powerful, Atari 800 with limited inputs, such as a cursor for aiming, a
joystick and a button for starting. For 32K of RAM and a true 6502 CPU it was a very good first
game. Soon enough, someone put two of them together and created a networked multiplayer
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game where you could play against people in other towns all over the world. The game was re-
released in 1983 and became the industry's first successful multiplayer game. Olevsky eventually

left Atari to work at Tengen where he continued to make games using the same basic form.
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* Smooth mouse control * Smoother movemet graphics * Slower game speed * Sound FX *
Weapon jump sound FX * Metal weapon sound FX * Weapons that can attack from the air have

aerial attack sound FX * Game speed * Slower starting camera * Slower mob count * Slower
respawns of mob troops While leader Sev is behind the anti-air turret, Fixer and Boss trade

gunfire with several battle droids. The squad is able to get inside the core ship. Sev and Fixer
enter the core ship where they come across several battle droids in each area, and Boss activates

a launch code for the probe droid he's been tasked to recover. Boss attempts to leave the core
ship, but is trapped in a support column. Realizing that the droid will be detonated inside

seconds, Boss shuts down the core ship's power supply to kill the droid. Sev manages to rescue
Boss, destroying one battle droid and killing another in the process. Fixer attempts to follow the
droid through a locked door, but is attacked by several droids. Sev deactivates the probe droid,
and they find a maintenance room, where they also discover that the squad's power supply has

been sabotaged, rendering them unconscious and low on batteries. When they awaken, they find
a Geonosian droid destroyed in the firefight. The droid's helmet is also missing, as well as the

probe droid's data storage device. Advisor is stunned to find a Rodian droids inside the core ship.
Sev starts up the core ship's power supply to prevent the probe droid from being destroyed, and
Fixer and Sev try to board the droid, but it shoots Fixer in the head, killing him. The droid is able
to destroy Sev, and the probe droid starts deploying Rodian droids in every direction. After Fixer

is shot again, he charges the droid, destroying it. Boss and Sev are shot by the last remaining
Rodian droid, and Boss dies while absorbing the droid's power. Just then, Admiral Trench appears
and gets close to Boss, kills the droid, and gives Boss the data storage device. Fixer wakes up to
see two TIE fighters firing on the core ship, and Admiral Trench tells Fixer to get the launch code

from Boss. 5ec8ef588b
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